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Abstract. The SCOOP model extends the Eiffel programming language to provide support for concurrent
programming. The model is based on the principles of Design by Contract. The semantics of contracts used
in the original proposal (SCOOP 97) is not suitable for concurrent programming because it restricts parallelism
and complicates reasoning about program correctness. This article outlines a new contract semantics which
applies equally well in concurrent and sequential contexts and permits a ﬂexible use of contracts for specifying
the mutual rights and obligations of clients and suppliers while preserving the potential for parallelism. We argue
that it is indeed a generalisation of the traditional correctness semantics. We also propose a proof technique
for concurrent programs which supports proofs—similar to those for traditional non-concurrent programs—of
partial correctness and loop termination in the presence of asynchrony.
Keywords: Concurrency; Object-oriented programming; Design by contract; SCOOP;
Software veriﬁcation; Safety and liveness properties; Partial correctness

1. Introduction
Design by Contract (DbC) permits enriching class interfaces with assertions expressing the mutual obligations
of clients and suppliers [Mey92]. Routine preconditions specify the obligations on the routine client and the
guarantee given to the routine supplier; routine postconditions express the obligation on the supplier and the
guarantee given to the client. Class invariants express the correctness criteria of a given class; an instance of a
class is consistent if and only if its invariant holds in every observable state. The modular design fostered by DbC
reduces the complexity of software development: correctness considerations can be conﬁned to the boundaries
of components (classes) which can be proved and tested separately. Clients can rely on the interface of a supplier
without the need to know its implementation details.
We deﬁne the correctness of a routine as follows.
Deﬁnition 1 (Local correctness). A routine r of class C is locally correct if and only if, after the execution of r’s
body, both the class invariant InvC of C and the postcondition Postr of r hold, provided that both InvC and the
precondition Prer were fulﬁlled at the time of the invocation.
The sequential proof technique [Mey97] follows this deﬁnition which can be captured more formally by the
following proof rule:
{INV ∧ Prer } bodyr {INV ∧ Postr }
{Prer [a/f ]} x.r(a) {Postr [a/f ]}
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This rule says that if a routine r is locally correct (according to Deﬁnition 1) then a call to r in a state that satisﬁes
its precondition will terminate in a state that satisﬁes its postcondition. Clients simply need to ensure that the
precondition holds before the call; they may assume the postcondition in return.
It is tempting to apply the same rule to reasoning about concurrent programs. Unfortunately, the standard
correctness semantics of assertions breaks down in a concurrent setting. In particular, clients may be unable to
satisfy preconditions that depend on the state of shared objects; no matter how hard they try to establish such
preconditions, other clients’ actions may invalidate them. To deal with this problem, the original model [Mey97],
called “SCOOP 97” here, uses two different semantics for preconditions, depending on whether they involve
separate calls (calls targeting objects accessible to several clients). Separate preconditions are wait conditions,
i.e. a violated precondition causes the client to wait. Non-separate ones are correctness conditions, i.e. a nonsatisﬁed precondition is a contract violation and results in an exception. This mitigates the problem but the
clash between wait conditions and correctness conditions is a source of other problems; for example a call may
deadlock if it uses a non-separate actual argument for a separate formal and the associated wait condition
does not hold. Furthermore, SCOOP 97 does not exploit the potential of other assertions in a concurrent
context: postconditions, loop assertions and check instructions simply keep their sequential semantics. Separate
postconditions are particularly problematic: they cause waiting, thus minimise the potential for parallelism and
increase the likelihood of deadlock. Since interesting properties of concurrent programs are expressed as separate
assertions, and such assertions are completely excluded from proof rules, this limits formal reasoning about
concurrent programs.
We propose to solve these problems by “lifting” the principles of DbC to the concurrent context, so that
assertions capture the full contract between a client and a supplier, including synchronisation. This requires
a new, uniform semantics of contracts applicable in both concurrent and sequential contexts, and a modular
proof technique which supports reasoning about interesting properties of concurrent programs in style similar
to the above proof technique. We want both the new semantics and the new proof technique to reduce in a
straightforward manner to their traditional counterparts when no concurrency is involved.
The article is organised as follows. Section 2 gives a summary of the computational model. (We use the reﬁned
SCOOP model described in the ﬁrst author’s PhD thesis [Nie07b]; a description of the original SCOOP 97 can
be found in [Mey97].) Sections 3–6 discuss the semantics of preconditions, postconditions, invariants, and loop
assertions respectively. Section 7 introduces the proof rule for asynchronous and synchronous calls. Section 8
points out the limitations of the proposed proof technique, and analyses the interplay of the new semantics with
other SCOOP mechanisms. Section 9 discusses related work.

2. SCOOP model
Concurrency in SCOOP relies on the basic mechanism of object-oriented computation: the feature call1 . Each
object is handled by a processor—a conceptual thread of control—called the object’s handler. All features of a
given object are executed by its handler; as a result, only one processor may access any object at any time. Several
objects may have the same handler; the mapping between an object and its handler does not change over time.
If a client object and its supplier have the same handler, the feature call is synchronous; if they have different
handlers, the call becomes asynchronous, i.e. the computation on the client’s handler may move ahead without
waiting. Objects handled by different processors are called separate from each other; objects handled by the same
processor are non-separate. Likewise, we talk about separate and non-separate calls, entities, and expressions. A
processor, together with the objects it handles, forms a sequential system. Therefore, every concurrent system
may be seen as a collection of interacting sequential systems; conversely, a sequential system may be seen as a
particular case of a concurrent system (with only one processor).
Since each object may be manipulated only by its handler, there is no object sharing between different threads
of execution (no shared memory). Given the sequential nature of processors, this results in the absence of intraobject concurrency: there is never more than one action performed on a given object. Therefore, programs are
data-race-free by construction. Locking is used to eliminate atomicity violations: illegal interleavings of calls from
different clients. For a feature call to be valid, it must appear in a context where the client’s processor holds a
lock on the supplier’s processor, meaning (as we will see in Deﬁnition 4 below) that the supplier is controlled by
the client. Locking is achieved through a revised form of the mechanism of feature application: the processor
1

A feature is either a routine or an attribute deﬁned in a class.
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Fig. 1. Preconditions in a concurrent context

executing a routine with attached formal arguments blocks until the processors handling these arguments have
been locked (atomically) for its exclusive use; the routine serves as a critical section. Since a processor may be
locked and used by at most one other processor at a time, and all feature calls on a given supplier are executed in
a FIFO order, no harmful interleaving occurs. Clients resynchronise with their suppliers if and when necessary,
thanks to wait by necessity [Car93]: clients wait only on queries (function or attribute calls) because they return
some result; commands (procedure calls) do not require waiting.

3. Preconditions
In a sequential context, a precondition is a correctness condition: the client has to guarantee that the precondition
holds at the moment of the call. The supplier expects the precondition to hold when the execution of the routine
starts. Since all calls are synchronous, feature application (the action of applying a feature to a target object,
performed by the target object’s processor) follows the feature call (the action of calling a feature, performed by
the client’s processor); no other event may happen in between. Therefore, any property that holds at the call time
also holds at the application time; conversely, any property that does not hold at the call time does not hold at
the application time. Hence the usual understanding of the client’s obligation: the precondition must hold at the
call time.
In a concurrent context, the feature call and the feature application do not necessarily coincide; other events
may happen in between. Therefore, a supplier cannot assume that a property satisﬁed at the call time still holds
at the application time. (This is the source of the separate precondition paradox [Mey97].) Conversely, a property
that does not hold at the time of the call may become true later on; the supplier could safely execute the feature
at that time. These observations lead to treating preconditions as a synchronisation mechanism: a called feature
cannot be executed unless the precondition holds; a violated precondition delays the execution of the feature.
This wait semantics is reﬂected by the reﬁned feature application mechanism and the feature application rule
introduced in Sect. 6.1 of [Nie07b].
SCOOP 97 uses both semantics, depending on whether a given precondition clause involves separate calls.
The precondition clause i > 0 in Fig. 1 is a correctness condition because it involves no separate calls, whereas
not buffer.is full has the wait semantics. This distinction is somewhat artiﬁcial because buffer, although
declared as separate, may denote a non-separate object at run time, for a call such as store (ns buffer, 10).
Should wait semantics apply here? If yes, the client will be blocked forever if ns buffer is full. In this example, the
static type of the actual argument is non-separate; but the same problem may occur even if the actual argument
has a separate type, for example in the subsequent call store (s buffer, 79). Clearly, wait semantics should
be replaced by correctness semantics here.
Sometimes, the opposite is required: a correctness condition should be turned into a wait condition. This
happens in the presence of polymorphism and feature redeﬁnition. A class that redeﬁnes a feature may change
the type of a formal argument from non-separate to separate; such redeﬁnitions are safe because clients of the
original class may only use a non-separate actual argument. The precondition clauses that involve the redeﬁned
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Fig. 2. Controlled and uncontrolled preconditions clauses

formal argument are correctness conditions in the original feature but they become wait conditions in the redeﬁned
version.
The necessity to turn wait conditions occasionally into correctness conditions, and occasionally to do the
reverse, suggests a uniform semantics of preconditions. We adopt the semantics captured by Deﬁnition 3.
Deﬁnition 3 (Semantics of preconditions). A precondition expresses the necessary requirements for a correct
application of a feature. The execution of the feature’s body is delayed until the precondition is satisﬁed.
The guarantee given to the supplier is exactly the same as with the traditional semantics: the precondition holds
on entry to the feature’s body. Nevertheless, the deﬁnition does not force the clients to ensure the precondition
before the call. A client performing a feature call naturally has certain obligations, but it must share the responsibility
for establishing the precondition with the environment: the client should be blamed for any contract breaches that
it could have avoided; the environment is responsible for everything that is not under the client’s control. Meyer
[Mey97] argues that only non-separate precondition clauses are binding for the client. We go one step further:
since the client has full control over controlled expressions, which represent objects whose processors are locked
by the client’s processor (see Deﬁnition 4), it should be blamed for breaches in precondition clauses involving
such expressions. Therefore, we extend the client’s responsibilities to all controlled clauses.
Deﬁnition 4 (Controlled expression). An expression exp is controlled if and only if exp is attached (statically
known to be non-void) and either exp is non-separate or exp is handled by the same processor as some formal
argument of the routine r in which exp appears.
Deﬁnition 5 (Controlled clause). For a client performing the call x.f (a) in the context of a routine r, a precondition
clause or a postcondition clause of f is controlled if and only if, after the substitution of the actual arguments a
for the formal arguments, it only involves calls on expressions that are controlled in the context of r; otherwise,
it is uncontrolled.
We have chosen assertion clauses as units of controllability, although ﬁner-grained units could be used instead.
Assertion clauses are convenient because they are clearly demarcated in the program text. Also, Eiffel follows
this style for the representation of inherited and immediate assertions in redeﬁned features.
Figure 2 illustrates the difference between controlled and uncontrolled precondition clauses. For the client
executing the call x.store (s buffer, 10) in the body of r, the ﬁrst precondition clause of store is uncontrolled
because, after the substitution of actuals for formals, it involves the expression s buffer.is full whose target
s buffer is not controlled in the context of r. On the other hand, the same precondition clause is controlled in
the three remaining calls to store because the targets of the involved expressions are controlled in r: ns buffer
is non-separate; buf is separate but locked by r; x.ns buffer is separate, but it is non-separate from x and x is
controlled, therefore x.ns buffer is controlled too (see Deﬁnition 4). The second precondition clause i > 0 is
controlled in all cases because the expected actual argument is handled by the same processor as the target x. (x
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itself is controlled; otherwise, no calls on x would be allowed in r.) In this particular case, the actual argument is
expanded2 , hence controlled in any context.
Coming back to the client’s responsibilities: each controlled precondition clause must be satisﬁed by the client.
But the calls on x in Fig. 2 are asynchronous; how can the client ensure a property if the previously scheduled
calls are still being executed and may change the state of the involved objects? Indeed, the state of x and buf
at the moment of the call x.store (buf, 79) may be different from their state at the moment the feature gets
actually applied; the client knows, however, that all its calls on x and buf are performed in the FIFO order, allowing
the client programmer to reason sequentially about the execution. That is, the state of x and buf at the moment of
the application of store (buf, 79) is exactly the same as it was when store (ns buffer, 24) terminated. The
client only needs to ensure that the properties established by x.store (ns buffer, 24) imply the precondition
of x.store (buf, 79). It does not matter that the precondition may not hold at the moment of the call; it will
hold when required, at the moment of the feature application.
The establishment of uncontrolled precondition clauses depends on the emergent behaviour of the whole
system. The client cannot take responsibility for such preconditions: calling a feature with an uncontrolled
precondition clause may result in indeﬁnite waiting; see Sect. 8.1 for a detailed discussion of this problem.
Although we use the same name for the proposed wait semantics of preconditions, there are three major
differences with respect to SCOOP 97:
• The semantics applies to all preconditions; there is no distinction between separate and non-separate clauses.
• Clients are responsible for establishing all controlled precondition clauses, not only the non-separate ones.
• Waiting happens on the supplier side. For example, the client executing the call x.store (s buffer, 10)
in Fig. 2 is not blocked; it is x’s handler that waits until the precondition is satisﬁed. (If the client and the
supplier are non-separate from each other, then waiting on the supplier side is equivalent to waiting on the
client side.)
Even though a precondition violation causes waiting, this waiting is only conceptual in the case of controlled
clauses: if a controlled precondition clause is violated when it is supposed to hold (at the moment of the feature
application), waiting is useless because the state of the involved objects cannot change in the meantime as they
are handled by the client’s processor; an exception is raised instead. In a sequential setting, this semantics is
equivalent to the traditional correctness semantics because all precondition clauses involve only non-separate
expressions and are therefore controlled (see Deﬁnition 5). For example, the call store (ns buffer, 10) in
Fig. 1 can be handled correctly: if the precondition not buffer.is full does not hold during the execution, the
result will be to trigger an exception. Similarly, the application of store with a negative second argument results
in an exception because the precondition i > 0 is violated. Since the feature application happens immediately
after the corresponding feature call, it looks as if the exception occurs at the moment of the call, just as with
traditional sequential semantics.

4. Postconditions
The original design of SCOOP 97 applied the standard correctness semantics to separate postconditions; they are
evaluated synchronously and understood to hold immediately when the feature call terminates. Meyer [Mey97]
discusses the separate postcondition paradox: on return from a separate call, the client cannot be sure that the
postcondition still holds: the processor handling the involved supplier may become free in the meantime so that
other clients may modify its state, thus invalidating the postcondition. Rodriguez et al. [RDF+ 05] refer to the
same problem as external interference.
The treatment of postconditions in SCOOP 97 is unsatisfactory for two reasons:
• Separate postconditions are excluded from the proof rule for feature calls; this limits considerably the range
of safety properties that can be proven.
• The synchronous evaluation of separate postconditions limits the parallelism and may lead to deadlocks.
Suppose the client executing the call spawn two activities (york, tokyo) in Fig. 3 wants to launch jobs
at two independent locations, with the guarantee that the job at each location will eventually terminate. Such
guarantees are most naturally expressed as postconditions of spawn two activities. The synchronous semantics
2

An expanded target represents an object rather than a reference to an object; expanded targets are always non-separate.
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Fig. 3. Postconditions in a concurrent context

of postconditions would block the client until the call terminates: the subsequent operation do local stuff
would not be performed until both postcondition clauses post 1 and post 2 of spawn two activities have
been evaluated. The amount of effective parallelism would be much lower than without the postconditions,
where the client is able to move on immediately (but there is no guarantee that the jobs are done). To take
advantage of parallelism without sacriﬁcing the guarantees given to the client, postconditions should be evaluated
asynchronously, that is to say treated similarly to command calls: wait by necessity should not apply. As a result,
the client can now move on with its next activity (do local stuff) without waiting for the evaluation of post 1
and post 2; but it still gets the guarantee that both clauses will be satisﬁed eventually. More precisely, they
will be satisﬁed when the execution of the features called within the body of spawn two activities terminates.
Because york and tokyo are separate from the client (and from each other), the calls to do job are asynchronous,
so post 1 and post 2 do not necessarily hold when the client executes do local stuff; but this does not
matter because york and tokyo are not used in that operation. The clause post 1 becomes relevant only at
the moment of the call to get result (york), which cannot start its execution until all the previous calls
on york have terminated. Therefore, get result cannot be executed until york terminates the job requested
by spawn two activities; when this happens, the postcondition post 1 stating that york.is ready holds.
This property implies the precondition of the routine get result, which as a result can now be executed. The
client is not penalised by the asynchronous evaluation of postconditions; it gets the same guarantees as with the
synchronous semantics but projected into the future (a postcondition may be assumed to hold immediately after
the execution of a feature’s body although it may not hold at that point).
This semantics can be further reﬁned to allow independent evaluation of postcondition clauses. In the above
example, the state of tokyo is irrelevant for get result (york); it only becomes important later on, when
get result (tokyo) is called. The client is only interested in the ﬁrst postcondition clause involving york;
if this clause holds, get result (york) proceeds without waiting for tokyo. This enables more parallelism,
in particular if tokyo is much slower than york. Once again, the client is not penalised because it gets all the
guarantees in due time. Deﬁnition 6 captures the new semantics of postconditions.
Deﬁnition 6 (Semantics of postconditions). A postcondition describes the result of a feature’s application.
Postconditions are evaluated asynchronously. Postcondition clauses that do not involve calls on targets handled
by the same processors are evaluated independently.
Following Deﬁnition 5, in the call spawn two activities (york, tokyo), the postcondition clause post 1
is controlled whereas post 2 is uncontrolled. The client may assume the former (york.is ready) after the call
because no other client can invalidate it; the latter clause (tokyo.is ready) cannot be assumed because of the
possible interference by other clients. The situation is symmetric to the treatment of preconditions: a controlled
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Fig. 4. New postcondition semantics in a sequential context

precondition clause constitutes an obligation on the client; a controlled postcondition clause is a guarantee given
to the client. We use this observation to derive a proof rule for feature calls in Sect. 7.
Each query call appearing in a postcondition clause is evaluated by its target’s handler; the results of all the
queries are combined into one boolean value (This operation is performed by a processor involved in the given
clause. The implementation of SCOOP described in [Nie07b] picks the ﬁrst processor in the order of appearance).
The violation of a postcondition clause raises an exception in the processor that has executed the routine. This
gives rise to the problem of asynchronous exceptions: the client’s processor might have already left the context of
the call, so the exception cannot be propagated correctly. This topic is beyond the scope of this article; see the
exception handling mechanisms proposed by Arslan and Meyer [AM06], Brooke and Paige [BP07], and Adrian
[Adr02].
We may observe how the semantics of postconditions reduces to the traditional sequential semantics if no
concurrency is involved. Consider the call my x.r (my a) in Fig. 4. The client, the supplier my x, and the actual
argument my a are handled by the same processor. The client cannot proceed to do local stuff until both
postcondition clauses have been evaluated because the client’s processor is in charge of evaluating them. As a
result, either all the postcondition clauses hold immediately after the call or an exception is raised. Also, the client
can assume all the postconditions of r because they are controlled. This corresponds to the sequential semantics.

5. Invariants
Invariants play an important role in the DbC methodology. They are the primary tool for ensuring the consistency
of objects: an instance of class C is consistent if and only if it satisﬁes the invariant of C. The invariant must be
satisﬁed in every observable state, i.e. in any state where the object may be accessed by a client.
The standard Eiffel semantics applies to class invariants in SCOOP because all the expressions appearing in
invariants must be non-separate. There is no explicit rule prescribing it; however, the controllability requirement
imposed by the new call validity rule [Nie07b, rule 6.5.3] can only be satisﬁed by non-separate entities because
invariants have no enclosing routines. The invariant is checked before and after the application of a feature
(unless the feature has been called using an unqualiﬁed form, i.e. with the Current object as the implicit target);
an invariant violation raises an exception in the supplier.

6. Loop assertions and check instructions
We apply the asynchronous semantics to loop variants, loop invariants, and check instructions.3 Wait by necessity
does not apply: the evaluation of an assertion is blocking only if the current processor is involved, i.e. the assertion
includes non-separate expressions. All loop variants, invariants, and check instructions are controlled because
all the involved entities serving as targets of calls must be controlled; the call validity rule would be violated
otherwise. Therefore, such assertions preserve their contractual character and may be used for formal reasoning.
3

Check instructions are similar to assert statements in Spec [BLS04] and JML/Java [LPC+ 05].
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Fig. 5. Loop assertions in a concurrent context

Similarly to postconditions, their asynchronous evaluation does not inﬂuence the reasoning style: they may be
assumed to hold immediately. When a loop assertion or a check evaluates to False, an exception is raised.
Figure 5 illustrates the advantages brought by the asynchronous semantics. The assertions appearing in the
body of remove n capture the essence of the loop: at each iteration, the number of elements in list is reduced,
and the number of remaining elements plus the number of removed elements equals the initial number of elements.
If the variant and invariant are to be evaluated, the evaluation will be asynchronous; the processor handling list
is asked to evaluate them in due time, after the previous features targeting list but before the next application
of remove. The request queue of list’s handler may look like this:
Plist : ...[list.remove][evalvar ][evalinv ][list.remove][evalvar ][evalinv ][list.remove]...
The client does not wait; it performs the next iteration of the loop, until the exit condition becomes true. Even if
the handler of list is very slow, so that the application of remove or the evaluation of assertions takes a long
time, the client may forsake waiting for the execution of remove n to terminate, and still rely on the guarantee
that n elements will eventually be removed. (If the call to remove n occurs in a context where the actual argument
is controlled then the postcondition is controlled and the client may assume it immediately after the call.) Even
though the assertions involve separate calls, the correctness and the termination of the loop, as well as the
establishment of the postcondition can be proved using the standard sequential reasoning. The new semantics
maximises the amount of parallelism while preserving the sequential reasoning style.
Check instructions are treated in the same way as loop assertions; they are evaluated asynchronously in due
time. For example, the following sequence of calls:
x.f; x.set i (10); check x.i  10 end; x.g
results in checking x.i  10 after the application of x.set i (10) but before the application of x.g. The
request queue of x’s handler looks like that:
Px : ...[x.f ][x.set i(10)][evalx.i10 ][x.g]...
The client is sure that x.i  10 is true before the application of x.g. Note the difference between this guarantee
and the guarantee given by an explicit if instruction
if x.i  10 then x.g else ... end
Here, due to wait by necessity, the client is sure that x.i  10 holds before calling x.g. This is a stronger
guarantee but it comes at the cost of reduced parallelism.
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7. Towards a proof rule
The semantics of preconditions discussed in Sect. 3 implies that a client’s responsibilities should be limited to
establishing the controlled precondition clauses before the call; the uncontrolled ones may only be established by
the environment, through the emergent behaviour of other processors. Similarly, the semantics of postconditions
introduced in Sect. 4 lets clients assume controlled postcondition clauses after the call; the uncontrolled ones hold
when the routine terminates but the client cannot assume them, due to the potential interference of other clients.
We use this observation to deﬁne the mutual obligations of clients and suppliers, thus establishing the contractual
character of assertions and capturing the essence of DbC in a general (potentially concurrent) context.
Deﬁnition 7 (Mutual obligations of clients and suppliers). The supplier may assume all the precondition clauses
at the entry to the feature’s body; it must establish all postcondition clauses when the body terminates. The client
must satisfy all the controlled precondition clauses at the moment of the call; it may assume all the controlled
postcondition clauses after the call.
The above deﬁnition applies to synchronous and asynchronous calls but needs no temporal operators:
sequential reasoning applies here. This is possible because controlled assertions may be projected into the future,
i.e. assumed to hold immediately even if their evaluation is delayed. From the supplier’s point of view, all the
preconditions and postconditions are controlled; therefore, its obligations are the same as in a sequential context.
The client, however, has fewer obligations; conversely, it gets fewer guarantees. The Hoare-style Rule 8 derived
from the sequential proof rule for feature calls formalises Deﬁnition 7. There is no distinction between separate
and non-separate assertions; both preserve their contractual character. Only controlled assertion clauses are
considered by the client; hence the superscript ctr decorating them in the conclusion of the rule. From the point
of view of the supplier, all assertions occurring in Prer and Postr are controlled; therefore, all of them appear
in the antecedent. The invariant must be fully controlled to avoid side effects: the call validity rule prohibits
separate expressions, but expressions of the form q (x) must also be prohibited if x is separate; otherwise, the
evaluation of INV might be blocking and subsequent evaluations might yield different results. The proof rule
now becomes:
{INV ∧ Prer } bodyr {INV ∧ Postr }
(8)
{Prerctr [a/f ]} x.r(a) {Postrctr [a/f ]}
The following sequential-like proof technique for partial correctness of synchronous and asynchronous feature
calls relies on the newly introduced proof rule.
Deﬁnition 9 (Proof technique for synchronous and asynchronous calls). Consider a call x.r(a). If we can prove
that the body of r, started in a state satisfying the precondition, satisﬁes the postcondition if and when it
terminates, then we can deduce the same property for the above call, with actual arguments a substituted for the
corresponding formal arguments, every non-qualiﬁed call in the assertions (of the form some property) replaced
by the corresponding property on x (of the form x.some property), and ignoring the uncontrolled assertions.
Our approach eliminates the need for a special treatment of asynchrony. It makes it possible to reason about
sequences of asynchronous calls—or interleaved synchronous and asynchronous calls—without using temporal
operators. For example, it is easy to demonstrate the correctness of the feature store three in Fig. 6 even though
its body contains a sequence of separate calls. The precondition of the ﬁrst call to buffer.put is implied by the
precondition of store three. Its postcondition is assumed to hold immediately after the call; the postcondition
implies the precondition of the second call to buffer.put. The postcondition of the second call — again assumed
immediately after the call — implies the precondition of the third call to buffer.put. Finally, the postcondition
of the third call implies the postcondition of store three. This technique is modular: the proof of store three
relies on the contract of {BUFFER}.put; once we have proved the correctness of store three, its contract can
be used for proving the correctness of routines that call store three, and so on.

8. Discussion
8.1. Limitations of the proof technique
Rule 8 is strong enough to prove partial correctness of programs; certain liveness properties, such as loop
termination, can also be proved. Total correctness, however, cannot be proved because of the potential deadlocks
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Fig. 6. Assertional reasoning about asynchronous calls

and inﬁnite waiting on non-satisﬁed uncontrolled preconditions. Recall the York–Tokyo example from Fig. 3.
The calls spawn two activities (york, tokyo), get result (york), and get result (tokyo) happen
in a context where york is controlled but tokyo is not. Therefore, all assertion clauses involving tokyo are
uncontrolled; the proof rule ignores them. Assume that the feature get result is deﬁned as
get result (location: separate LOCATION)
require
location.is ready
ensure
location.result retrieved
and the postcondition of do local stuff is empty. The proof sketch for the routine r in Fig. 7 demonstrates
that reasoning about york’s properties is not hindered: the client has to establish the precondition of get result
(york) using the postcondition of spawn two actitivies; it can prove the postcondition of r using the
postcondition of get result (york). The establishment of the precondition clauses involving tokyo is beyond
the client’s control: the client does not need to prove anything about tokyo but is not even sure whether the
calls involving tokyo will ever proceed. The ﬁrst possibility is that tokyo’s handler is never released by its current
client; both calls spawn two activities (york, tokyo) and get result (tokyo) may block for that reason.
The second possibility is that tokyo becomes available but its state never satisﬁes the precondition (this may only
happen for get result (tokyo) because it has a non-trivial precondition). As a result, the total correctness of
r cannot be proved without considering the behaviour of the whole system; but this requires global reasoning
and the use of temporal operators to express such properties as “tokyo will eventually become available in a
state satisfying tokyo.is ready”. Alternatively, Rely/Guarantee speciﬁcations [Jon81, MC81, Jon03] can be
used to reason about the inﬂuence of the environment. Ostroff et al. [OTHS07] propose a technique to deal with
properties of uncontrolled targets and introduce the concept of a controlled routine to deﬁne contexts in which
our proof rule can be used to reason about total correctness of feature calls.

8.2. Contract redeﬁnition
The proposed semantics of contracts and the proof technique are sound in the presence of polymorphism
and dynamic binding; clients are not deceived even if contracts are redeﬁned. The standard DbC rules apply:
preconditions may be kept or weakened; postconditions and invariants may be kept or strengthened. A redeﬁned
precondition results in fewer obligations on the client and (potentially) less waiting at the moment of the feature
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Fig. 7. Limitations of the proof technique

application; a redeﬁned postcondition gives the client more guarantees. Chapters 7 and 10 of [Nie07b] discuss
contract soundness in conjunction with the reﬁned locking mechanism, and the support for polymorphism and
dynamic binding in detail.

8.3. Importance of lock passing
The proof technique proposed here assumes the semantics of argument passing enriched with the lock passing
mechanism introduced in [Nie07a, Nie07b]: if a feature call x.f (a1 , ..., an ) occurs in the context of the routine
r where some actual argument ai is controlled, i.e. ai is attached and locked by the processor executing r, and
the corresponding formal argument of f is declared as attached, the client’s handler (the processor executing r)
passes all currently held locks (including the implicit lock on itself) to the handler of x, and waits until f has
terminated; when the execution of f is complete, the client’s handler resumes the computation.
Indeed, the proof technique would not be sound without the above mechanism. Consider the proof sketch in
Fig. 8. The call x.transfer to (y) is processed synchronously because y is controlled; therefore, lock passing
occurs at the moment of the call. Any calls on y within the body of transfer to are guaranteed to be executed
before the subsequent call to y.empty issued by the client. Therefore, the postcondition of transfer to may be
assumed before the call y.empty; it is necessary to prove the correctness of that call (and the whole routine s).
If no lock passing occurred (as in SCOOP 97), the call y.empty would be processed before the calls issued
by the body of transfer to; the assumption y.is full would be false and the call y.empty invalidated. In
fact, following SCOOP 97 rules, x would be able to execute transfer to only after the client terminated s and
unlocked y; therefore, y.is full would eventually become true, which contradicts the promise made by s: its
postcondition says that y is empty. See [Nie07b] for a more detailed discussion of lock passing and related issues.

8.4. Run-time assertion checking
Meyer [Mey97] mentions the problem of run-time assertion checking in a concurrent context, concluding: “The
assertions are an integral part of the software, whether or not they are enabled at run time. Because in a correct
sequential system the assertions will always hold, we may turn off assertion checking for efﬁciency if we think we
have removed all the bugs; but conceptually the assertions are still there. With concurrency the only difference is that
certain assertions — the separate precondition clauses — may be violated at run time even for a correct system, and
serve as wait conditions. So the assertion monitoring options must not apply to these clauses.”
In fact, assertion monitoring may be turned off even for wait conditions. Since the client is responsible
for establishing the controlled precondition clauses, the runtime checks of such preconditions are not necessary,
provided that the calls have been proved correct (or, at least, we are convinced that they are correct). Uncontrolled
precondition clauses must be monitored; but even here some optimisations are possible. If an uncontrolled
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Fig. 8. Interplay of lock passing and contracts

precondition clause holds whenever the feature is applied—for example the clause follows from the class invariant,
or maybe it requires some (monotonic) property that has already been established by an earlier call—then there
is no point in re-checking the clause every time; we know that it holds.
This reveals another advantage of the new semantics of postconditions, checks, and loop assertions: the
run-time monitoring of assertions has no impact on the semantics of correct programs (except for the incurred
overhead). With the traditional sequential semantics, wait by necessity forces the client to wait for the evaluation
of an assertion if the run-time checking is on but no waiting happens when it is turned off; the program’s behaviour
changes. Our semantics eliminates such inconsistencies.

9. Related work
Ostroff et al. [OTHS07] show that contracts provide only a certain measure of correctness but do not guarantee
additional safety and liveness properties without global reasoning. They model SCOOP programs as fair transition
systems [MP95] and use temporal logic for describing and proving system properties beyond contractual correctness.
This approach is complementary to ours: it permits expressing and proving properties of uncontrolled targets
which cannot be captured by our proof rules.
Bailly [Bai04] assumes a different semantics of separate preconditions: they are merely guards of conditional
critical regions represented by routine bodies. Guards are excluded from contracts and treated separately from
the traditional (correctness) preconditions. The approach does not support inheritance, therefore it does not
address problems caused by guard strengthening vs. precondition weakening. The treatment of postconditions
is identical as in the sequential context, although the author comments on the infeasibility of formal reasoning
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with the sequential proof rule. Other concurrent extensions of Eiffel, such as CEiffel [Löh92], CEE [Jal94], and
Distributed Eiffel [GL92] rely on guard-based synchronisation with a syntactic distinction between guards and
preconditions. The distinction between guards and preconditions has deep implications for formal reasoning:
clients need to satisfy preconditions but not guards; in the context of polymorphism, guards can be strengthened
whereas preconditions can only be kept or weakened.
Sutton [Sut95] describes a new strategy for condition-based process execution, based on delayed evaluation of
preconditions and postconditions. Preconditions have guard semantics but they are evaluated in parallel with task
(routine) bodies; a task might be allowed to execute even if some of its preconditions have not yet been evaluated.
They only have to hold at a particular point of execution; otherwise, the task is put on hold or cancelled. The
task may terminate even if some of its postconditions have not been established. They have to be established
eventually; otherwise, the task must be cancelled (rolled back or compensated). This semantics is similar to
ours: postconditions are also projected into the future. The precondition semantics proposed by Sutton may be
simulated in our model by splitting up a routine into smaller subroutines which require their preconditions to
hold on entry to their bodies.
Rodriguez et al. [RDF+ 05] propose a concurrent extension of JML whereby method guards are treated in
a similar way to Sutton’s preconditions. Guards are speciﬁed using the keyword when and appear in a feature
header, after the preconditions. If a feature is called in a state where its guard does not hold, it should block until
the guard is satisﬁed. Interestingly, the guard does not need to hold at the beginning of the body but only at a
point marked with a special statement label commit; if no commit point is speciﬁed, it is assumed to be at the end
of the body. There is no implicit waiting mechanism; programmers must write synchronisation code by hand, for
example using busy-waiting loops. The approach facilitates static veriﬁcation of atomicity properties but it does
not simplify the construction of concurrent programs.

10. Conclusions
We have outlined a new semantic approach to contracts—routine preconditions and postconditions, loop variants
and invariants, and check instructions—which lifts the principles of Design by Contract from purely sequential
programming to the concurrent context, while remaining applicable to sequential object-oriented programs.
Preconditions become wait conditions; separate postcondition clauses earn an asynchronous semantics and
are evaluated independently from other postcondition clauses. Similarly, loop assertions and check instructions
are evaluated asynchronously. The resulting programming model makes it possible to exploit the potential for
parallelism while preserving the intuitive meaning of contracts as a way to express the mutual obligations of
clients and suppliers. We have argued that the proposed semantics is indeed a generalisation of the traditional
sequential semantics: they are equivalent when no concurrency is involved. The contract semantics presented
here is supported by the current implementation of SCOOP, available for download at http://se.ethz.ch/research/
scoop.html.
We have also proposed a proof technique for reasoning about safety properties of object-oriented concurrent
programs. It builds upon the new contract semantics and the Hoare-style rule for feature calls which permits
guarantees expressed in assertions to be projected into the future. As a result, it becomes possible to treat
synchronous and asynchronous calls in a similar way; this greatly reduces the complexity of reasoning formally
about concurrent code.
Our treatment of contracts and the proof technique are compatible with such essential object-oriented
mechanisms as inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding.
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